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Quantum entanglement is a most remarkable effect,
we have yet to develop all the tools we need for studying
One tool we require is ameasureof entanglement@1#. How
do we quantify entanglement? There have been manyad hoc
proposals for measuring entanglement, but until now
choice among them has been arbitrary. Among the tool
use for studying entanglement are information theory@2# and
various definitions of entropy@3–5#. The use of information
theory and entropy to analyze entanglement indicates a c
correspondence between entanglement and thermodyna
In part, the correspondence consists of common definitio
such as von Neumann entropy. In part, the corresponden
formal: a formal principle of thermodynamics may app
mutatis mutandis, to the study of entanglement. The purpo
of this paper is to exploit the formal correspondence:
show that principles of thermodynamics, applied to previo
work on entanglement@3#, single out a unique measure o
entanglement for pure states.

When Einstein searched for a universal formal princi
from which to derive a new mechanics~namely, special rela-
tivity ! he took for inspiration a general principle of therm
dynamics: The laws of nature are such that it is impossibl
construct aperpetuum mobile@6#. This general principle~the
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second law! enabled Carnot to show that all reversible he
engines operating between given temperaturesT1 andT2 are
equally efficient. Consider two reversible heat engines; s
pose that both absorb heatQ1 at T1 and expel heatQ2 at T2,
but one does workW, and the other does workW8.W, per
cycle. The first engine, if run in reverse, is a refrigerator
absorbsheat Q2 at T2 and expelsheat Q1 at T1—and re-
quires only workW per cycle. Thus the two engines togeth
could provideW82W in work per cycle without changing
their environment. Such a conclusion contradicts the sec
law, so both engines must do the same work:W5W8.

The formal correspondence with entanglement is as
lows: The laws of nature are such that it is impossible
create~or increase! entanglement between remote quantu
systems by local operations@4,3#. It is clear that quantum
mechanics does not allow local operations to create s
entanglement, although they may preserve or destroy
tanglement@7#. This general principle is the analog of th
second law of thermodynamics. The analog of a revers
heat engine is any reversible transformation, consisting o
of local operations, that transforms one entangled state
another. Let two experimenters, Alice and Bob, share p
of quantum systems in an entangled state. One quantum
tem in each pair goes to Alice, and the other goes to Bob
addition, each experimenter may have access to other q
tum systems that are not initially entangled. Local operat
include any measurements or unitary transformations
R3319 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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Alice performs on her systems and that Bob performs on
Alice and Bob can even exchange messages in the usual
~classical messages!, but Alice may not send Bob any syste
entangled with one that she keeps, nor may Bob send su
system to Alice; thus, they cannot create entanglement
tween their systems@8#. In principle, however, this restric
tion still allows them to transform entanglement in one p
of systems into entanglement involving other systems.
example, they may, using local operations, transfer entan
ment between two spins in a singlet state to two ident
spins that initially were uncorrelated, i.e., in a product sta
and the original spins will now be in a product state. Th
transformation is reversible: local operations can transfer
singlet entanglement back to the original spins, leaving
substitute spins uncorrelated.

We may consider more general transformations. Supp
that Alice and Bob sharek pairs of systems in an entangle
state, and that, by local operations only, they transform
entanglement ton pairs of systems in a different entangle
state. Since Bob and Alice have access to other systems
are not initially entangled,k andn may be different. Even if
n.k, there need be no contradiction with the general pr
ciple that it is impossible to create entanglement by lo
operations, because the state of then pairs may be less en
tangled than the state of the originalk pairs. If Alice and Bob
can transformk pairs in one entangled state inton pairs in
another entangled statewithout destroying any entanglemen,
then any measure of entanglement must assign the sam
tanglement to thek initial pairs and then final pairs. But did
they not destroy any entanglement? That is, a question a
with regard to the efficiency of the transformation: cou
Alice and Bob apply a different set of local operations
obtain the same numbern of final pairs from a smaller num
ber k8,k of initial pairs?

The answer is that they cannot,if both transformations
are reversible. For if it were possible to transformk8 of the
initial pairs into n of the final pairs by a different transfor
mation, Alice and Bob could then reverse the first transf
mation and transform then pairs in the final state tok pairs
in the initial entangled state. In doing so, they would ha
addedk2k8 entangled pairs to their initial supply, contra
dicting the general principle that it is impossible to crea
entanglement by local operations@7#. Thusk85k.

The reversible local transformations we have assum
are, in fact, consistent with quantum mechanics. Benn
Bernstein, Popescu and Schumacher@3# have shown that it is
possible, with local operations only, to transformk systems
in an entangled stateuCAB8 & into n systems in a differen
entangled stateuCAB&. The transformation is reversible whe
the number of systems becomes arbitrarily large. That is,
ratio n/k tends to a constant in the limitk→`. We can then
assign, tok systems in a pure entangled stateuCAB&, the
same measure of entanglement as~say! n singlet pairs. Thus
the problem of defining a measure of entanglement fok
pure states reduces to the problem of defining a measur
entanglement forn singlets. At first, it might seem that man
such measures, such asn, n2 and en, would be admissible
But actually, the measure must be proportional ton. The
reason is that the transformations under consideration
reversible only when the number of systems becomes a
trarily large@9#. Indeed, the ration/k nearly always tends to
s.
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an irrational number@3#, and if the number is irrational, we
can never reversibly transformn singlets into a finite numbe
k of systems in the stateuCAB&. Reversibility requires us to
go to the limit of infiniten, and for infiniten there is no way
to define total entanglement. We can only define entan
mentper system. Here too, thermodynamics provides the fo
mal principle: the thermodynamic limit requires us to defi
intensive quantities. Likewise, the measure of entanglem
must be intensive; i.e., the measure of entanglement on
singlets must be proportional ton. It immediately follows
that the measure of entanglement for pure states is un
~up to a constant factor!. Since the measure of entangleme
of k systemsuCAB& approaches the measure of entanglem
of n pairs in a singlet stateuSAB&, and since the measure
intensive, we havekE(uCAB&)5nE(uSAB&), where E de-
notes the measure. Thus

E~ uCAB&)5 lim
n,k→`

n

k
E~ uSAB&); ~1!

i.e., the entanglement of the stateuCAB& is proportional to
the number of singlet pairs per system in the stateuCAB&, in
this limit. The proportionality constant E(uSAB&)—
measuring the entanglement of a singlet pair—simply defi
a conventional unit, and we set it to 1.

We have shown that the measure of entanglement for p
statesuCAB& is the limit E(uCAB&) of Eq. ~1!. It remains to
compute this limit. Indeed, Bennett, Bernstein, Popescu
Schumacher@3# have computed it:E(uCAB&) equals theen-
tropy of entanglementof the stateuCAB&. The entropy of
entanglement is the von Neumann entropy of the partial d
sity matrix seen by either Alice or Bob, and equals t
Shannon entropy of the squares of the coefficients of
entangled state in the Schmidt decomposition@3#. The en-
tropy of entanglement is zero for a pair of systems in a pr
uct state, and 1 for a pair of spin-1

2 particles in a singlet state
it is never negative. The entropy of entanglement is int
sive, as required: if the measure of entanglement of one
in a stateuCAB& is E(uCAB&), then the measure of entangle
ment of k pairs in the same state iskE(uCAB&). Bennett,
Bernstein, Popescu, and Schumacher@3# argue that the en-
tropy of entanglement is a good measure of entanglemen
pure states, because local operations can interconvert s
of equal entropy of entanglement with asymptotically perf
efficiency, but can never increase the entropy of entan
ment. We have presented a stronger argument, showing
it is the uniquemeasure of entanglement for pure states.

We arrive at this unique measure by considering all p
sible local operations on entangled systems. But, in a gi
setting, the possible local operations may not all be practi
For example, Alice and Bob may not have access to a
trarily many entangled systems. Then various measure
entanglement that are not valid in principle may be va
~and useful!, in practice, simply because Alice and Bob ca
not perform the operations that invalidate them. These m
sures must not increase under the local operations Alice
Bob can perform. A formal statement of this constraint
that if Alice and Bob can, by local operations, transform
entangled stateuCAB& into entangled statesuFAB

( i ) & with prob-
abilities pi , respectively, then any measureE must satisfy
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E(uCAB&)>( i piE(uFAB
( i ) &). This constraint on measures o

entanglement is necessary but not sufficient when all lo
transformations are allowed.

We have treated pure states. What about density matri
Is there a unique measure of entanglement for them? H
too, we can apply thermodynamic principles. Clearly, if the
is a reversible transformation between any density ma
and any reference state~such as a singlet!, our derivation of
the measure of entanglement for pure states extends im
diately to density matrices. At present, such reversible tra
formations are an open question. Two measures of entan
ment are particularly natural: the entropy of formation a
the entropy of distillation@4#. The former measures the num
ber of singlets Alice and Bob need in order to create a mi
state, while the latter measures the number of singlets
Alice and Bob can extract from a mixed state. If there is
reversible transformation between the entropy of format
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and the entropy of distillation, then these measures coinc
~as they do for pure states! and define the unique measure
entanglement for mixed states.

Note added.After completing this work, we learned of
paper by V. Vedral, M. B. Plenio, M. A. Rippin, and P. L
Knight @10#, which assumes, as we do, that local operatio
cannot create entanglement. Their paper presents a w
class of ‘‘good’’ entanglement measures. The reason
Vedral et al. do not obtain a unique measure of entang
ment, as we do, is that they consider only those local op
tions that Alice and Bob may perform on each of their e
tangled pairs in isolation from the other pairs. By contra
here we consider collective local operations on the pairs,
these imply much stronger constraints on the measure.

We thank A. Shimony for comments. D.R. acknowledg
support from the State of Israel, Ministry of Immigrant Ab
sorption, Center for Absorption in Science~Giladi Program!.
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tangled state!. The Schmidt decomposition of the final sta
has more nonzero terms than the Schmidt decomposition o
initial state. Yet local operations—measurements and unit
transformations—can never increase the number of nonz
terms in the Schmidt decomposition.

@8# By convention, Alice and Bob may exchange classical m
sages. The logic of this convention is as follows. Local ope
tions cannot increase entanglement, but they also canno
crease classical correlations. Thus, if we define entanglem
as whatever local operations cannot increase, our defini
does not distinguish between entanglement and classical
relations.
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of a new entangled stateuC8&. The scalar product between th
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Thus, even in the limit of infinitely many systems, there is
way to produce a final state with more entanglement per s
tem than the initial state.
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